COHORT MANAGEMENT
This document explains the user
experience using the admin
portal of the Learnie App. The
goal is order to highlight the
different features and options
available to creating and
maintaining a cohort

How to use the Admin portal on Learnie App
The Learnie App is a platform where user generated microlearning contents are shared for
everyone to learn from. The platform’s main attractive features include quick learning in 30
seconds videos, mobile friendly software, user friendly interface, integrated questions pertaining
to the course, pages for teachers, easy sharing, private space, and much more!
This document will talk about the features and uses of the Learnie Cohort – a space that lets
you set you up a private cohort where people within your defined domain can see and access
the content you create. Furthermore, your domain content creators can publish their contents
within your Learnie Cohort.

Learnie Home Page
Upon visiting the Learnie website, we land on the below page: https://learnie.app/

Once on the main page, clicking on the icon on the top right corner opens the log in page.

You can either log in using your Google account, or get a login link. You can also use your email
and password to sign in and view your cohort and only their contents. You also have the option
to recover your password using “forgot password” or “register with a password” in case you are
a new user.
So, once you are inside your cohort, it is a private space that will look similar to the snapshot
below. There are multiple buttons on the top that has different functionalities (each of which are
highlighted with red boxes).

Clicking on this button brings you back to the admin dashboard main page.

Clicking on this green button reveals all the cohorts that you're part of. Note that this is a private
space, and you cannot view these cohort if you are not invited to them.

The search button helps you search for all the contents within your cohort.

This is the profile icon. There are multiple features of this icon using which you could administer
your personal cohort. These are discussed in detail later.

This is the notification icon that shows all the notifications you may have missed, related to your
cohort.

Administra on of a Cohort
The administration of a cohort can the done through the web application by clicking on the
profile icon. This opens a small pop-up window where you can click on the cohort button to see
the list of cohorts for which you are the administrator.

Consider the below snapshot where you are the admin of the Learnie Test Cohort. Observe that
the information on the top mentions the number of active users out of the total allowable active
users. This list indicates the emails that are a part of your domain within the cohort. This list can
be modified by holding the left mouse button on top of an email to “delete” it from the list.
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There are multiple features that you can configure here. We will go over them one by one.

This icon indicates your graphic of the cohort, which you can click and change, by uploading an
image from your local computer.

This button helps you change the color of the
dashboard (pop-up shown on the right) so that you can
indicate you are within your distinct space.

This icon allows you to add more admins to a given cohort
(pop-up on the right).

This icon allows you to edit the name of your cohort
(pop-up shown on the right).

Considering the button on the right side of the screen, there are multiple ways in which you
could add members to a given cohort:
This button helps share the invitation link of the cohort with
people, whom you want to join. People that click this link will be
taken through a process to create an account and automatically
be dropped into your cohort.

This button allows an upload a csv file (from your local computer) in order to help add
members through a batch process. You can add or delete users using this function.

This button helps to add an entire domain to your cohort, mostly
used to add members of an entire organization/domain.

This button helps to add single members via their email.

Apart from these features, we also have the “Restrict content creation” button, that allows you
to control a subset of users from the entire domain/user list from posting contents. This can be
done by clicking on the “Restrict content creation” button and adding either a user email or
uploading a csv file of multiple emails. Toggling the button next to the feature, activates the
restriction.

Repor ng and Learnie management area
We will now focus on the reporting and Learnie/Course area of the Learnie Admin portal.
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Clicking on the above button opens the list of members within the cohort who have posted
courses and are visible for all the members within the cohort. Clicking on the “Course” button
reveals all the courses they published. As an admin, you can also toggle between whether the
courses should be visible or invisible to the entire cohort.

If we click on one of the courses, say “Tutor 101” we observe the members of the cohort who
have taken the course, along with their progress. Clicking on the “Transcript” button reveals the
confirmation of completion of the course and the date (snapshot shown on the right, below).
Clicking on the “visible” toggle will kick this course out of the cohort. The course/Learnie will still
reside in the builder section for the person that contributed it to the cohort, but it will be removed
and no longer be “visible” in the cohort.

The download button towards the bottom right corner downloads a csv file that generates the
exact same information on the dashboard into a shareable report within your local machine.

Learnie Test
Cohort_Tutor 101.csv

Journey Builder feature
One of the most powerful features of the admin portal is the Journey Builder feature, that helps
you create the entire learning journey for the members. Using this feature, you can add up to 30
courses.

When the Learnie Journey Builder pop-up appears, you can either add a new journey (+ sign) or
edit the name of an existing one by clicking on the edit button (as indicated by the arrows in the
picture above). When you click on a single journey (in our screenshot – Intro to Learnie), the
portal opens a new page where you can add new courses or delete previously added courses
within the journey. Note that you can only add courses that are published by the members within
the cohort and are visible to everyone. Restricted courses are not visible and therefore cannot
be added.

Note that the orange cross on the right-hand side can be used to delete an added course from
the journey. Every time a user finishes a course the user is notified, and the next topic pops up.
In this way the users learn through a notification driven curriculum. Observe that we also have a
dashboard view of the journey progress towards the top right corner of the page, that gives us
details of the progress of the different users.

Note that active development is underway features are being added all the time. This should
help you get started understanding the basic functions of managing a Learnie Cohort but expect
that you will see new features appear form month to month.

